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Abstract— Sepsis is a serious cause of morbidity and mortality and yet its pathophysiology remains elusive. Recently, medical and technological advances have helped redefine the criteria
for sepsis incidence, which is otherwise poorly understood.
With the recording of clinical parameters and outcomes of
patients, enabling technologies, such as machine learning, open
avenues for early prognostic systems for sepsis. In this work, we
propose a two-phase approach towards prognostic scoring by
predicting two outcomes in sepsis patients - Sepsis Severity and
Comorbidity Severity. We train and evaluate multiple machine
learning models on a dataset of 80 parameters collected from
800 patients at Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences, Kerala,
India. We present an analysis of these results and harmonize
consistencies and/or contradictions between elements of human
knowledge and that of the model, using local interpretable
model-agnostic explanations and other methods.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Sepsis - a condition caused most frequently by a systemic
bacterial infection, but also by viral, fungal, and microbial
infections, is amongst the leading causes of death in the
world [1]. Mortality remains elevated post discharge, particularly in infants in low income settings [2]. The World Health
Organization estimated 49 million cases and 11 million
sepsis related deaths occurred in the year 2017, accounting
for 20% of annual global deaths 1 . In the context of such
alarming metrics, multiple studies have worked towards
the early diagnosis and treatment of this condition [3]–[5].
More recent studies have also examined the effectiveness of
existing treatment methods [6]. Effective treatment plans and
preventive measures for patients at risk of developing sepsis
is dependent on early and accurate diagnosis of the condition.
The definition of “sepsis” has evolved over the years with
the expansion in knowledge of sepsis pathophysiology and
medical prognosis [7], [8]. The first consensus definition of
sepsis [9], developed in 1991, defines sepsis based on the
occurrence of two or more Systemic Inflammatory Response
Syndrome (SIRS) criteria in response to an infection. Based
on severity, it also classifies sepsis sub-types as “Sepsis”,
“Severe Sepsis”, and “Septic Shock”. Here, “Severe Sepsis” is the condition of sepsis with an associated organ
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dysfunction, and “Septic Shock” further includes refractory
hypotension [10].
While the classification based on severity is useful, in
the following years much has been discussed about the
effectiveness of the SIRS criteria. Recently, recognizing
the need to re-examine current definitions, the European
Society of Intensive Care Medicine (ESICM) and Society
of Critical Care Medicine (SCCM) convened a task force of
19 specialists. The current use of 2 or more SIRS criteria
to identify sepsis was unanimously considered unhelpful.
They defined sepsis (Sepsis-3) [11] as - ”a life-threatening
organ dysfunction caused by a dysregulated host response to
infection”. They state further, that organ dysfunction can be
represented by an increase in the Sequential [Sepsis-related]
Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score of 2 points or more.
With advances in machine learning, multiple efforts have
been made to tackle the task of predicting sepsis. Prior work
includes exploration of survival models [12], Hidden Markov
Models [13], and Recurrent Neural Networks [14]. Such
models rely on the assumption that a patient’s clinical parameters is a time series of variables and lack the interpretability
necessary in the medical field. Other simpler approaches have
also been explored, such as a modified Weilbull-Cox model
for prediction of sepsis [5] and logistic regression models to
predict mortality risk of sepsis patients [4].
In this work, we aim to develop and evaluate various
simple machine learning methods for early prognosis of
sepsis severity. This can enable downstream activities such
as treatment planning and preventive measures to control
the severity of the diagnosed condition. Inspired by various studies using admission-time data to diagnose patient
health status and trends [15] and the potential of machine
learning models to support decision making [16], we use
data collected and provided by the Amrita Institute of
Medical Sciences (AIMS) hospital in our study. Please refer
to Section II for details on the data. For validation, we
make use of the latest definition of “sepsis” as well as the
severity classification and frame the primary problem as the
prediction of “Sepsis Severity” using the “Surviving Sepsis
Campaign” guidelines [17].
Comorbidities are coexistent diseases to a disease of
interest or an index disease, which may directly affect the
prognosis of the disease of interest, or indirectly influence
the choice of treatment [18]–[20]. Chronic comorbid medical
conditions are present in 54–65% of all sepsis patients [21],
[22] and strongly influence outcomes. Typically, the severity
of patients’ comorbidities are evaluated by summary measures that attribute fixed weights to various conditions, and

then sum the weights of those conditions that are present
in a patient. We propose that such measures can be viewed
as a transformation over recorded clinical parameters that
define presence or absence of these comorbid conditions.
Thus, we additionally aim to predict “Comorbidity Severity”
as a bucket/range of one such prognostic metric - Charlson
Comorbidity Index (CCI) [23]. Refer to Section II for more
details on CCI bucketing.
Lastly, we evaluate the ability of our model to learn
logical reasons to make critical decisions by interpreting the
importance and weights assigned to features by the model.
Additionally, we showcase our model’s interpretability via
local surrogate model explanations that can aid medical
experts to validate and ensure effective treatment plans.
Using these explanations, we prove that our model is in conformance with the latest clinical criteria defined to identify
sepsis (Section V). In this work we make the following main
contributions:
1) We propose a novel 2 phase approach towards a
prognostic scoring system by predicting two complementary outcomes in sepsis patients - Sepsis Severity
and Comorbidity Severity.
2) We evaluate multiple machine learning models on the
data of 800 patients using 5 fold cross validation.
3) We interpret and explain multiple single patient predictions and map machine understanding to published
domain knowledge that is currently used in the field.
4) Lastly, we open-source the code, model, and preprocessed data–https://interpretsepsis/repository.
II. DATA U SED IN THIS S TUDY
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Typically, Comorbidity Severity in patients is evaluated by a
measure that attributes weights to various conditions present
in a patient. The Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) [23] is
the most widely used and verified comorbidity index. In our
study, similar to Huang et al. [25], patients were assigned
Comorbidity Severity by bucketing them into three groups
based on CCI:
1) Mild (26.3%), if CCI < 3
2) Moderate (33.6%), if 3≤ CCI ≤ 4
3) Severe (40.1%), if CCI ≥ 5
Note that, while predicting Comorbidity Severity we do not
use the features–Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) and the
known predictor variable Sepsis Severity, to avoid any bias.
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were collected during treatment, i.e., the patient’s stay in
the Intensive Care Unit (ICU). Features also include specific
sepsis and organ failure related parameters, such as SOFA
(Sequential Organ Failure Assessment) scores [24]. SOFA
scores were collected at 2 time-steps - on admission (ASOFA)
and after a 72 hours stay in the ICU (NSOFA). For all
practical purposes, a patient’s data here is a flattened list of
features that describes their overall health in the ICU, rather
than a time series of recorded variables. This is particularly
useful, as we can use instantaneous data, rather than historic,
for near real-time prognosis of the severity of sepsis in any
patient. Figure 1 shows the distribution of patient data with
respect to their reported gender and age. In Figure 1, the
upper limit for ‘Age Group’ is inclusive and lower is not.
We take a 2 phase approach towards a prognostic scoring
system by predicting 2 outcomes (predictor variables) in
sepsis patients-Sepsis Severity and Comorbidity Severity. In
our study, Sepsis Severity can take 3 possible values:
1) Sepsis (34%)
2) Severe Sepsis (54.3%)
3) Septic Shock (11.7%)
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We make use of data of 800 patients, collected and
provided by Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences (AIMS).
The study has been approved by AIMS and complies with
the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2000. It is
ensured that all subjects in the data set have been thoroughly
de-identified. This study is retrospective and has not influenced the course of treatment of the patients in anyway.
Each patient record consists of around 80 features that can
be categorized as–On Admission Parameters and Clinical
Parameters. On Admission Parameters include features such
as Age, Gender, Name, etc., that were collected on the
patient’s admission to the hospital. Clinical Parameters are
features such as Heart Rate, Temperature, PH, etc., that

Patient data collected at the bedside are prone to errors
such as missing values, inconsistent spellings, etc. This is
mainly due to manual filling of records as and when certain
parameters are collected during treatment. All such instances
were manually identified and fixed. Further, all binary valued
parameters were converted to {True, False}. All categorical
features were cleaned and converted to lowercase. Next,
the cleaned data was pre-processed to be used as features
for machine learning models. Categorical features were encoded [26] and any missing inputs were mapped to the value
-1. Note, that we do not impute any categorical features.
On the other hand, numeric features were imputed using Regression Imputation [27]. Here, missing values can be
imputed by fitting a curve to existing complete data, i.e., estimate the missing values by regression using other variables
as parameters. A challenge with this approach is that the
imputed data does not have an estimation of error. Thus, any
imputed value can cause relationships to be over identified
(reduce variance) and suggest greater precision. Thus, we

use a variation called Stochastic Regression Imputation [28]
and add the average regression variance to the imputations.
TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF 5 FOLD CROSS VALIDATION METRICS FOR
Sepsis Severity CLASSIFICATION
Model
AdaBoost

GradientBoosting

Linear SVM

Random Forest

Label

Pre.

Rec.

F1

1
2
3
Avg

0.77
0.89
0.48
0.80

0.78
0.81
0.67
0.78

0.77
0.85
0.56
0.79

1
2
3
Avg

0.82
0.93
0.52
0.85

0.80
0.88
0.67
0.83

0.81
0.91
0.58
0.84

1
2
3
Avg

0.66
0.93
0.24
0.76

0.54
0.42
0.90
0.52

0.60
0.58
0.38
0.56

1
2
3
Avg

0.82
0.86
0.89
0.85

0.89
0.94
0.38
0.85

0.85
0.90
0.53
0.84

Acc. (± std)
0.82 (± 0.037)

IV. E VALUATION
0.92 (± 0.016)

0.64 (± 0.05)

0.93 (± 0.02)

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF 5 FOLD CROSS VALIDATION METRICS FOR
Comorbidity Severity CLASSIFICATION
Model
AdaBoost

GradientBoosting

Linear SVM

Random Forest

Label

Pre.

Rec.

F1

1
2
3
Avg

0.87
0.77
0.69
0.77

0.94
0.49
0.90
0.76

0.91
0.60
0.78
0.75

1
2
3
Avg

0.88
0.72
0.71
0.76

0.91
0.56
0.85
0.76

0.90
0.63
0.77
0.76

1
2
3
Avg

0.72
0.65
0.67
0.68

0.88
0.34
0.87
0.68

0.79
0.45
0.76
0.66

1
2
3
Avg

0.91
0.74
0.69
0.77

0.88
0.52
0.91
0.76

0.89
0.61
0.78
0.74

models such as AdaBoost [31] and Gradient Boosting [32]
classifiers have also been widely used. Both the algorithms
boost the performance of a simple base-learner by iteratively
shifting the focus towards problematic observations that are
challenging to predict. We train and evaluate our models
using the traditional K-fold cross validation, with an 80:20
train:test split. Note, in this work, we aim to use simple machine learning approaches over complex algorithms,
guided by the scale of data, overcoming overfitting, and also
prioritizing interpretability (Refer Section V).

Acc. (± std)
0.81 (± 0.02)

0.82 (± 0.05)

0.57 (± 0.05)

0.85 (± 0.04)

B. Models
Considering the size of our dataset and the high dimensionality of features, we chose supervised machine learning
models that are known to perform well with such conditions.
Support vector machines (SVMs) [29] are effective in high
dimensional spaces with multiple choices for kernels. After
experiments, we found that a linear kernel SVM with a
one-vs-rest scheme is the best option for our high dimensional dataset. Another popularly used model is Random
Forests [30] which achieves high accuracies and generalizability by constructing a multitude of decision trees with random feature selection to reduce overfitting. Recently, other

Tables I & II present precision, recall, F1 (harmonic
mean of precision and recall), and accuracy for 5-fold cross
validation of all models for Sepsis Severity and Comorbodity
Severity prediction respectively. The row marked Avg for
each model refers to the weighted average of each metric
(column) over all label types. In Table I, the label types 1,2,
and 3 map to “Sepsis”, “Severe Sepsis”, and “Septic Shock”
respectively. In Table II, the label types 1,2, and 3 map to
“Mild”, “Moderate”, and “Severe” respectively.
From Table I, Random Forest and Gradient Boosting are
the top contending models for sepsis severity predicition.
To further improve the performance of the classifiers, we
explored ensembling techniques that use a voting mechanism
over different combinations of these models: a combination
of Random Forest and Gradient Boosting yielded the highest
F1 scores–{Sepsis: 0.86, Severe Sepsis: 0.91, Septic Shock:
0.65}. This combination performs no worse than either
classifier used in exclusion and performs better than any
other combination of classifiers in Table I. Similarly, for
comorbidity severity prediction (refer Table II), we see that
Random Forest and Gradient Boosting are the best models
and also that their ensemble combination performs the best.
Lastly, from Table I, we see that all models are relatively
less accurate in predicting “Septic Shock” (Class 3). To
understand this further, we explored the general variance
within each class by measuring the mean (µ) and the variance
(σ 2 ) of individual feature variances. We find that datapoints
labeled “Septic Shock” (µ = 0.08, σ 2 = 0.006) are more
dispersed compared to “Sepsis” (µ = 0.05, σ 2 = 0.004) and
“Severe Sepsis” (µ = 0.06, σ 2 = 0.005). This explains the
inherent difficulty for models to predict “Septic Shock”.
V. I NTERPRETING M ODEL E XPLANATIONS
When machine learning models are used as black-boxes
in research, scientific findings remain completely hidden if
models only provide predictions without explanations. In
this study, by explaining the model’s understanding of a
complex condition such as sepsis, we aim to harmonize consistencies and/or contradictions between elements of human
knowledge and that of the model. Here, we interpret our
best model for sepsis severity prediction–an ensemble voting
classifier using Random Forest and Gradient Boosting, by
analyzing the importance assigned to features and model
internals (weights/rules learnt). Further, we attempt to map

the model’s understanding to published domain knowledge
and literature that is widely used in the field today.
TABLE III
T OP F EATURES AND P ERMUTATION F EATURE I MPORTANCES
Feature

Importance

± std

Was Lactate Measured?

0.145

0.023

ASOFA

0.114

0.025

NSOFA

0.025

0.016

SOFA diff

0.025

0.0077

SBP

0.02145

0.014

PLR

0.021

0.0087

Fig. 2.

Explanations for Severe Sepsis Prediction

Fig. 3.

Explanations for Septic Shock Prediction

TABLE IV
I MPORTANCES OF SIRS CRITERIA FEATURES
± std

Feature

Importance

Temperature

-0.00083

0.005

Heart rate

0.006

0.004

Respiratory rate

0.009

0.005

White blood cell count

0.015

0.008

Extracting the importance of features in Tree-based models
using mean decrease in impurity measures (Gini, Entropy,
etc.) can give high importance to features that may not be
predictive on unseen data when the model is overfitting.
Instead, we use Permutation Feature Importance [30], [33],
which measures the increase in prediction error after permuting a feature’s values. A feature is “important” if shuffling
its values increases the model error, because the model relied
on the feature for the prediction (and vice versa). From
Table III, we observe that SOFA score (ASOFA & NSOFA)
and the change in SOFA score (SOFA diff) are among the
most important features for the model. Additionally, Systolic
Blood Pressure (SBP), a direct indicator of hypotension
for Septic Shock patients, and Platelet-to-Lymphocyte Ratio
(PLR) [34], were also top features for the model. The above
observations were found to be completely consistent with
the latest decisions and recommendations from the Third
International Consensus Definitions for Sepsis and Septic
Shock (Sepsis-3) [11]. The Consensus also unanimously
considered the current use of 2 or more SIRS criteria [9] to
be unhelpful in determining sepsis incidence. They state the
changes in white blood cell count, temperature, and heart rate
reflect inflammation, but not necessarily a dysregulated, lifethreatening response. They also mention the poor discriminant and convergent validity of these criteria in determining
sepsis [35], [36]. In congruity, from Table IV, we observe
that SIRS criteria features are relatively less important for
the model’s predictions.
To further explain the model’s understanding and logical
reasoning, we explore model-agnostic local explanations.
Local interpretable model-agnostic explanations (LIME) [37]
generates a new dataset consisting of perturbed samples

for an individual data point (local) and the corresponding
predictions of any black box model. On this new dataset,
LIME trains an interpretable surrogate model (such as decision tree or lasso), which is weighted by the proximity of
the sampled instances to the instance of interest. We then
extract and interpret the weights of the surrogate model to
explain the black box model. Figures 2 and 3, that show
explanations for predictions, contain a series of features and
their weights that directed the model towards a particular
prediction. Figure 2 shows the explanations for the model
predicting (correctly) a patient’s severity as Severe Sepsis.
We observe that explanations like SOFA Diff > 1.00
are in conformance with consensus defined rules [11], i.e.,
an increase in SOFA of 2 points or more. We also see that
Systolic Blood Pressure (SBP) is in the range [122, 146], indicating an absence of hypotension (SBP < 90 mm Hg), thus
lesser chances of septic shock. On the other hand, Figure 3
shows explanations for the model predicting (correctly) a
patient’s severity as Septic Shock. Here, we observe that the
explanation–SBP <= 103 indicates the model’s ability to
learn the presence of hypotension in septic shock patients.
Singer et al. [11] also state that septic shock patients can be
clinically identified by a vasopressor requirement to maintain
a mean arterial pressure of 65 mm Hg or greater. This maps
to the model’s understanding that an Arterial Pulse
pressure <= 40 indicates septic shock. A similar analysis of a model’s assignment of weights to features can be
made to gain insight to comorbidity severity as well.
VI. C ONCLUSION
With the analysis and model explanations in the foregoing
Section, we conclude that simple models can learn logical
rules to determine the severity of sepsis as well as the severity of accompanying comorbodities. These explanations not

only support conformance of model understanding with the
knowledge of medical experts, but also provide interpretable
assistance to doctors that can aid in early development of
effective treatment plans. In the spirit of reproducible research, we have made available the preprocessed data, code,
models and an interpretability notebook used to produce the
results in this paper– https://interpretsepsis/repository.
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